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Near resotlsnce vibronic interactions in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation - pertinent to radiation- 
less transitions and inhomogeneous line broadening - are shown to be independent of the refevant eIectron- 
ic energy separation and to be practically equivalent to those deduced in the crude adiabatic scheme. The 
present theoretical results agree with those previously deduced by the authors in alternative procedures. 
The superiority of the B-O approximation for resonant interactions of thi8 type - which rests on the belief 
that the off-diagonal elements arising in this scheme are smaller than those resulting in alternative 
schemes and inversely proportional to the electronic energy separation - is therefore questionable. 

The Born-Oppenheimer appraximakion [l] is thought-~ most authors to be ZdQSRkig6OUS 60 other 
possible procedures in computing molecular spectra, molecular structure and moIecuIar prodessee. 
This view rests essentially on the belief that the off-,diagonal elements arising in the B-O approxima- 
tion are inversely proportional tq the relevant electronic energy SeparatioE Thus, it seems well es- 
tablished that for an electronic energy gap larger than a typical vibrational frequency, the resulting in- 
teractions are smaller than those arising in alternative schemes. 

Here it is shown that this welI established concept is not generaIly valid. Near resonance interac- 
tions in the B-O scheme aie clairnsd to be.independent of the rebvant ehctronfc ene’rgy separation and 
to be practically equivalent (and not.smaller) to those &rising in the .crude adiabatic scheme. 

The phenomena of electronic radiationless transitions and inhomogeneous line broadening ic Iargc 
molecules are closely related. The recent theoreKc~‘formul~o~ of these phenomena [Z-4j have used 
the Born-Oppenheimer approximate wavefuncKons and have-concludedi that the relevant parameter in 
both cases is the matrix element ,of the nuclear kinetic energy operator between two BO states. Recent- 
ly it was argued [5, SJ that (for line broadening) one may use the “crude aoiabatic” [?j functions instead. 
The reievant parameter is then the mat& element of the difference in the potential term between its 
value at any nuclear posttion and its value at some stand&d position (iisually the equilibrium position of 
the ground state). Using&is [S], we found line widths two. orders of magnitude larger than those found 
using the BO inatrix’element so&&z ttrat m.i@tix element was approximated using ti s&zndqd approtima- 
tion. We ppinted out that this appr_$mation (usik the H&z&erg Teller t$ectronic function instead of 
the tiue BO functton) can be seriously jn.eiror. _fn-the presetit note, we present an alternative calcuta- 
tion Of this matrix el@ment. In the present‘case, we sbo+ thaf the. BO_mat& ‘element 1s appfoximately’ 

.equal to-the crude adiabatic in the ctie of the two vibio@c states b@& degenerate; .and that it is equal 
to the standard HerzbergTeller value &hen. the two vibronic states are those normai@ used when dis- 

., cussfng thd. Herabe% ‘T@lier effect (the grouqi vibronic level ofI one electronic st&te ana the first pibra- 
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pa&u&. The model is as folIows:, consider two electronic wavefunctions, eigensolutions to * l!Ie(q, 80) 
;;-i, -T(q).+’ wq, eo>;. : 

(1) 

; :Tben the crude adiabatic vibronic. wavefunctions are written as: 

$&Q) = $(~,Q,)$;:Q,, 

i+tie& 

[k(Q) + (@;(a 4,) 1 Tk) + U(q, 8) @?, Q,))] r&(Q) = eyA ck(Q). 
~’ 

(3) 

We .&all asst~me that the off diagonal matrix element of the total hamiltonian between the two electron- 
jc states Is given by 

i@$~,,) jHk&, Q& = 6#+?, a,)/ Uk, Q,) - U(q, Q,,) @a Q,)> = ?QR, (4) 

*ere 0~: is th8 promoting mode coordinate. The relevant matrix element in the theory of line broaden- 
ing is then: 

(5) 

We now calculate .tbe BO electronic states for this .zwdeZ. This requires diagonalizing H,(q, 8). The 
LSe matrix in the crude representation is given as 

03 

where E;(Q) = 6#$4, Qo) ke l@?, So)>., Diagomlizing He, we find the electronic eigenfunctions and 

eigenvabies (nuclear potentials) to be 

(74 

(7b) 

a(Q) = 291 + (1 - 4y2Q;/(E,a - Ea)2j1’2]1’2, WQ1 = rQ,/[&, @+a - E:)]. 

Notice that in this model, the two BO energy values cannot be degenerate unless Qk = 0 and Et = E$ for 
some value of Qi, i # k. 

The matrix eIement for line broadening is 

Aa = ii& 8) x~JQiT(Q) I$$, Q)x;, (Q)?, ‘Q , t 
(8) 

where the & are eigenfunctionk of T(Q) + Et(Q) ~4% eigenvalues eaa, We can write (8) as 

l ~The &Iec&r hamilt.&& - H(q: 4 - is displayed in the u&al way; H(q,g G T(q) +‘U(q. 0). CT(Q), whew T(q) and 
,- T$) dmbte the kirietic energy opera~tors of the~electrons _a@ nuclei reepe_c~,vely;,~ere~ i&j, 0) designates the 

molt+cular poteatial and C?Q is the ground state equii.iJxitun configuration. ._L ._ 

‘. . 
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Using the fact that 

T= +~~.~a~..& 
i ag2 

and the fact that ek(Q) are eigenfunctions of T(Qj + q(Q), we find, 

(10) 

Now from the definition of a Q) we can see that the maximum value of a is 1 and the minimum value is 
2-l/2 (and that only if EC = E I! at Q = 0 which is rarely the case for the systems under consideration). 
In most case 
as (Ea - @Jw2. 

a will va& ver$ lit& and a detailed analysis of bda(Q)/dQ shows that the quantity varies 
He rice, we feel that the sum of the terms involving this quantity will be negligible. Con- 

sider& why the standard procedure 12-41, adopting Herzberg-Teller he B-O wavefunctions fails to 
give the same result, we note that the B-O (adiabatic) wavefunctions to first order are: 

@~(a 8) = #T + ” Qk $J: = 4; + yQk C 
‘) . 

E:(Q) - EC(Q) E:(Q) - E:(Q) - 

@:(a Q) = 4: - 7% YQk 

ET(Q) - E:(Q) 
4; = 6: - 

E:(Q) - E:(Q) 
g: 

whereas, the Herzberg-Teller type adiabatic wavefunctions 

@:(a Q) = #J: * “Qk 

E:(Q,) - Ed 
@Z. 

(?_Za) 

(12b) 

adopted hy previous authors 12-41 are 

(13) 

Evaluating the T(Q) matrix elements arising through the first order procedure [eq. (E2)] we get: 

= (xrAI -[T(Q) y E,a(Q)l 
yQk +YQk+ a 

7% 
E:(Q) -E!(Q) 

- [T(Q) + E:(Q)] 1~:~) 
E+(Q) -E:(Q) 

= (XpQk[l~ - E;;)-;;Q)]xzp)’ .+ -_ (14) 

-. ;. 
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e&al tq the result in eq. (11) v&h the approximations mentioned there. Thus 
. . ?v:c find that near resonance interactions in the B-O scheme (i.e. when e$ z e 

in these approxim&ions * 
‘a _p) are given by: 

ia = i(x;,!Qklx”,) = AC, (15) 

a 
whereas, in the case where. e 

a 
- e e results are very different. For example, 

when e 
a -- a +h _p = E,aK?,) - E$,) th 

+X - e+. = .E,“CQ,-J - Ea(Q,) - wis (the Herzberg-Teller case), we find that: 
- 

Aa zi rwk 

E;(QO) - E”ta,, 
(x,“x fQkix~p). (16) 

Finally we note that for e+X < e ha > hC. Proceeding in the standard procedure [Z-4], one gets that 
the T(Q) matrix elements are zn arzabZy given by eq. (16). However, as shown by us [5] near-resonance 

_-I’ . 

interactions in the Herzberg-Teller scheme with respect to the total molecular hamiltonian are still 
equivalent to those deduced in the crude adiabatic scheme, or ic the proper approximate B-C procedure 
presented’above. In conclusion, we have derived the vibronic mechanism pertinent to inhomogeneous 
line broadening and electronic relaxation processes in the Born-Cppenheimer approximation. More- 
over, in contradiction to the accepted idea, we have shown that near resonance interactions arising in 
the B-O scheme are not dependerzl on the relevant electronic energ (except in the Franck-Condon fac- 
tors, of course) separation and are w’: smaller and am practically equivalent to those resulting in the 
crude adiabatic scheme or in the Herzberg-Teller procedure. The superiority of the B-Oapproximation 
for these resonant interactions is thus questionable. 

* The integral (c xl W:(Q) -J?!(Q)I-~ 1 x$> was integrated anakytically for one mode when the two potentials E:(Q) 

differ in the force constants to give. [E$(QO) - ,??(QO)]-l(x~~ j&). 
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